Bridging the Gap: A Novel Method for Hemorrhage Control
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Introduction

There are six important vital structures in the neck providing aerodigestive, nervous, endocrine, and circulatory functions and they are minimally protected by the skeletal system unlike other areas of the body [1]. This lack of protection in the neck not only contributes to physician angst during treatment, but also to the high mortality and complication rate when injury occurs [2-4]. Airway compromise and exsanguination are both very high priorities and the time required to deal with one can be to the detriment of the other. Rapidly controlling hemorrhage provides the time required to establish a definitive airway without further blood loss of an already depleted intravascular volume. Delays in establishing definitive control of the airway can make the task of subsequent airway control difficult or impossible because of hematoma formation or injury/resuscitation induced edema leading to subsequent catastrophic airway obstruction [2,5]. The Western Trauma Association (WTA) Critical Decisions in Trauma recommends direct manual pressure (DMP) be used as a first line response to penetrating neck injury [6]. However, this approach has been associated with a low efficacy rate due to re-bleeding and exsanguination prior to reaching definitive operative care [7].

Case Report

In the latter half of 2016 a 44-year-old female was brought into the Cooper Medical Trauma Center in Camden, New Jersey, USA after sustaining 25 stab wounds to the chest and neck. When the patient arrived at Cooper Medical Trauma Center she was unresponsive with a systolic blood pressure of 70. The patient was quickly assessed and consequently received four units of packed red blood cells and six units of fresh frozen plasma. During her assessment, physicians discovered two close proximity stab wounds at the base of the neck about one centimeter above the clavicle, with uncontrolled hemorrhage. The wound was packed with Combat Gauze but the gauze became saturated with blood. The blood soaked Combat Gauze was removed and a single iTClamp was placed over both stab wounds. Physicians noted that there was still some leaking around the iTClamp. The iTClamp was then removed, the wound was re-packed with Combat Gauze and the iTClamp was then used to seal the wound. Physicians remarked that the combination of wound packing and iTClamp allowed them to decrease the wound cavity and close the skin which resulted in good hemostasis (Figure 1). This entire protocol took less than two minutes to gain hemorrhage control, and the combination allowed physicians to seal both of the close proximity stab wounds. The patient stabilized and the surgeon took the patient to CT scan for further assessment. The ability to perform the CT scan prior to the OR allowed the surgeon to assess other potential bleeding sites and to ascertain where to begin surgical exploration of the 25 stab wounds. There was virtually no scatter (except a very small amount from the suture needles) and even less scatter than would have been seen from staples (Figures 2 and 3). After confirming that there was no arterial bleeding they focused on the neck wound and took the patient to the operating room. Surgeons were able to do the whole surgical prep with the device in place and removed the iTClamp at the start of the surgical exploration. Surgeons opened up the close proximity neck wounds and explored deep to the clavicle in order to ligate the first branch of the subclavian vein.

Discussion

PNIs have a high mortality and complication rate [2,3], and appropriate and timely management of these juxtalional injuries is time critical [2,3], including the completion of adjunctive measures such as CT scan. DMP is suggested as a first line response to PNI [6-9], but is also associated with a low efficacy rate [7]. The low efficacy rate of DMP is not just associated with modest to minimally trained care providers and care location [7,9], but is associated with the skill set required to perform the task [10]. This case report was able to further demonstrate the low efficacy of DMP as wound packing alone was ineffective at controlling hemorrhage even when performed by experienced physicians in an urban trauma center.

Another interesting point that merits further discussion is the fact that there was very little linear artifact or scatter on the CT scan from the iTClamp. The issue of linear artifact with metallic sutures or staples is not a new one [11] and while there are programs that have been created that can correct this issue [12], these programs may not...
always be available or the higher than average beam hardening makes the correction not possible [11,12]. Iterative reconstruction is cited as a means to address this issue, however, if the metal blocks all the photons though soft tissue information cannot be retrieved with scatter correction [12]. Despite the fact the iTClamp contains eight metal needles, the physician on this case report commented that there was virtually no scatter and even less scatter than would have been see from staples. This information definitely warrants further discussion and study as the ability to quickly stop hemorrhage and maintain CT scan integrity has its merits especially in a trauma setting where time is of the essence.

It has been demonstrated in the literature that the iTClamp is able to control bleeding in any compressible zone [13-17]. This case report adds to that body of knowledge and shows that the iTClamp may be a viable option to DMP or wound packing alone to controlling hemorrhage in junctional/penetrating neck injury, especially when combined with packing. It is however recommended as with any means to address this issue, however, if the metal blocks all the photons though soft tissue information cannot be retrieved with scatter correction [12]. Despite the fact the iTClamp contains eight metal needles, the physician on this case report commented that there was virtually no scatter and even less scatter than would have been see from staples. This information definitely warrants further discussion and study as the ability to quickly stop hemorrhage and maintain CT scan integrity has its merits especially in a trauma setting where time is of the essence.

It has been demonstrated in the literature that the iTClamp is able to control bleeding in any compressible zone [13-17]. This case report adds to that body of knowledge and shows that the iTClamp may be a viable option to DMP or wound packing alone to controlling hemorrhage in junctional/penetrating neck injury, especially when combined with packing. It is however recommended as with any modality for controlling hemorrhage in the neck that the patient is continually monitored for hematoma, edema and any airway issues [3]. While no airway issues were seen in this case, it is recommended that care providers continue to monitor the airway after iTClamp application with the same care and jurisprudence as it would be if DMP were utilized.

Conclusion

Hemorrhage accounts for up to 50% of mortality in PNI and DMP has a low efficacy rate for treating it. This case report suggests the iTClamp may be considered as an alternative or adjunct to DMP/ packing for use in controlling exsanguination from junctional PNI injuries.
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